We are one of the trusted manufacturers and suppliers of a wide range of Sealing, Wrapping, Filling & Cutting Machine. We also provide after-sales and maintenance services and other spare parts for machines.
About Us

Established in the year 2000, we, Dematics Technology, are a proficient manufacturer, and Service provider of Sealing, Wrapping, Filling & Cutting Machine. We provide excellent "After Sales Service" and Spare parts related to Packaging Industry.

Our company promotes packaging sector for achieving excellence by providing sophisticate, Quality Standard, Trouble Free, and Ever Lasting Service. The company is engaged in manufacturing various types of packing machine that are highly reliable and consistent in operation. Dematics ushered a revolutions in packaging industry by introducing new concept in jelly cutting and packing machine. Moreover, we render after-sales and maintenance services for these machines.

Packaging today is a dynamic and important area for manufacturers and companies across the globe. To meet the rapid development needs Dematics has come out with many machines for various kinds of products. The company has implemented best technology to persuade highly efficient compact machines for packaging industry. We understand the reliability of the product plays a vital role in the field of packaging hence the company offer only tried, tested and trusted products. Machine offered by us are the results of extensive research works conducted at our end, and are known for their long functional life, energy efficiency, corrosion & abrasion resistant surface finish, low maintenance and wear & tear...

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/dematicstechnology/profile.html
PACKING MACHINE

Table Top Chocolate Packing Machine ECO

Horizontal Candy Packing Machine

Mini Candy Packing Machine

Aam Papdi Packing Machine
PACKING MACHINE - SPARE PARTS

Sealing Jaws

Sealing Jaw Unit

Photo Cell Unit
HORIZONTAL FLOW PACK MACHINE

- Horizontal Semi Automatic Flow Wrap Machine
- Candy Pillow Pack Machine
- Candy Packing Machine
- Mini Horizontal Flow Wrap Machine
STATIONERY PACKING MACHINE

Mini Table Top Flow Wrap Packing Machine

Sharpener Pack Machine

Dhoop Stick Packing Machine

Wet Tissue Paper Pack Machine
JELLY MACHINE

Jelly Auto Feeding Pillow Pack Machine

Jelly Manual Feed Pillow Pack Machine

Jelly Packing Machine

Jelly Cutting Machine
Sheeting and Cutting Machine

Gelatin Cutter

Gagging Roller
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Horizontal Semi Automatic Packing Machine
- Mini Flow Wrap Packing Machine
- Slip Rings
- Table Top Horizontal Flow Wrap Machine
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Eraser Pack Machine
- Gang Cutter
- LMW CNC Lathe Job Work
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